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Introduction

Over the past three decades, there has been a profound shift in the way 
the legal system approaches and resolves parenting disputes. This shift 
has replaced the law- oriented and judge- focused adversary model with 
a more collaborative and interdisciplinary regime that deemphasizes 
legal norms and discourages third- party decision- making. Although 
the paradigm shift has focused largely on divorce- related parenting dis-
putes, it has both borrowed from and influenced other areas of family 
law, including juvenile justice and child welfare proceedings.

Over this same thirty- year period, the structure and composition of 
American families has changed dramatically. Divorce rates have leveled 
off and even begun to drop, while the number and percentage of chil-
dren born and raised outside of marriage has increased sharply. More-
over, legal developments at both the federal and state levels have greatly 
increased the likelihood that disputes involving never- married parents 
will end up in family court. As a result, the families who experience the 
new dispute resolution paradigm have become more diverse and their 
legal situations more complex.

This book examines the late twentieth- century paradigm shift in 
family dispute resolution and juxtaposes it with more recent changes in 
the structure and composition of today’s families. Focusing on disputes 
among family members, we ask whether the current dispute resolution 
regime responds adequately to the needs of the families it purports to 
serve. Our answer is a qualified no. While the new paradigm may rep-
resent an improvement over its more adversary predecessor, it is built 
largely around the model of a divorcing nuclear family— a model that 
fits poorly with the more complicated realities of today’s disputing fami-
lies. Moreover, the new paradigm largely fails to acknowledge that some 
parents and children need the protections afforded by traditional legal 
processes and authoritative third- party decision- making. We also find 
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that the legal profession has been slow to adapt both to the new dis-
pute resolution paradigm and to more recent changes in family struc-
ture. As a result, a majority of today’s disputing families must navigate a 
complicated and tiered judicial system without adequate access to legal 
information or advice— a state of affairs that jeopardizes the ability of 
today’s dispute resolution regime to achieve durable or just results for 
many families, particularly families without substantial means. The rec-
ommendations we offer at the end of the book are designed to address 
these shortcomings.

Chapter 1 traces the doctrinal and procedural antecedents of the late 
twentieth- century paradigm shift and introduces several themes that 
inform the remaining chapters. These include the close connection be-
tween changes in substantive family law doctrine and changes in family 
dispute resolution processes; the shifting boundary between the pub-
lic and private aspects of family dispute resolution; and the differential 
treatment by the family court system of families with and without finan-
cial means.

Chapter 2 lays out the critique of adversary family justice made by 
proponents of the new paradigm and explains how the current family 
dispute resolution regime developed as a response to this critique. It also 
describes the concerns raised by some commentators about the retreat 
from adversary procedures. Chapter 3 explores a paradox that lies at the 
heart of the new paradigm. The new paradigm expands the vision and 
role of family courts at the same time that it reduces the primacy and 
relevance of legal norms in resolving disputes about children. The result 
is a more powerful family court system that is less constrained by legal 
limits than its more traditional predecessor. While such an expanded 
and expansive court system may benefit children and families in need 
of services, it also poses substantial risks, both to the family members it 
serves and to the larger society.

Chapter 4 focuses on recent changes in the structure and characteris-
tics of the families who interact with the new paradigm. These changes 
include the decline of marriage and the resulting increase in nonmarital 
families with parenting disputes; the prevalence of stepfamilies; the in-
crease in grandparent and other non- parental caretakers of children; the 
rise of gay and lesbian families; and the sharp increase in pro se parties 
in family court. This chapter also explores the mismatch between the 
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complex realities of today’s families and the more simplistic assumptions 
that underlie the new paradigm.

Chapter 5 explores the changing roles of lawyers and judges in the 
new family court system. It describes how these changes have reduced 
the distinctions between judging and lawyering and blurred the roles of 
judges, facilitators, and attorneys. The chapter explores the implications 
of these new and expanded roles for families and family dispute resolu-
tion, as well as the challenges they create for traditional understandings 
of professional and ethical norms.

Chapter 6 explores how international and comparative law develop-
ments have influenced the development of the new paradigm in the 
United States. It focuses, in particular, on reform efforts in Australia 
that have shifted family dispute resolution away from the court system 
and into the community, and on the implementation of the mandate of 
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child that children 
have the opportunity to participate in legal proceedings that affect them.

Chapter 7 shifts our lens from analytic to prescriptive. It offers a series 
of recommendations designed to address the disconnect between the 
new paradigm and today’s families, and to adjust the balance between 
court- based and community- based approaches to family dispute resolu-
tion. The goal of these recommendations is to look forward, rather than 
backward, and to use the insights of the new paradigm to build a more 
just and effective twenty- first- century family dispute resolution regime.
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